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The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of a unique local 
classical solution of the equations for nonhomogeneous fluids. 
Let u, p, and p be the velocity, the pressure, and the density of the fluid, 
respectively. The motion of an inviscid incompressible fluid is described by 
the initial boundary value problem 
p $ + (u.V)u + vp=pf, 
I I 
v.u = 0 on Q,=Gx(O,T), 
(O-1) 
z&v = 0 on S, = aG x (0, 7’), u(x, 0) = u,,(x) on G, 
where G is a bounded open connected subset of R3 and v is the unit exterior 
normal vector to the boundary aG. 
The conservation of mass is expressed by the initial value problem: 
@p/at) + u.vp = 0, P(X, t) > 0 on QT, p(x, 0) = pO(x) > 0 on G. 
(0.2) 
For fluids with constant density, the existence of a unique local solution of 
(0.1) has been proved by Bardos and Frisch [ 11, Bourgignon and Brezis 141, 
Ebin and Marsden [S], Kato [7], Temam [lo], and Wolibner [ 131. Problem 
(O. l)-(0.2) for nonhomogeneous fluids has been studied recently by Marsden 
[8], Beirad da Veiga, and Valli [ 2, 31. 
There are essentially three approaches in the literature for (0.1) with 
constant p: (i) the streamline and vorticity equation method, (ii) Temam 
method based on the Galerkin approximation and a special basis, and (iii) 
the Lagrangian variables’ method based on the techniques of Riemannian 
geometry of infinite dimensional manifolds. Method (i) has been used by 
Beirao da Viega and Valli for nonhomogeneous fluids while Marsden used 
(iii). 
In this paper we shall present an elementary method, different from all 
previous ones, based on Solonnikov’s approach to Lagrangian coordinates. It 
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has been used earlier by the Author in [ 111 for viscous nonhomogeneous 
fluids and in [ 121 for a free boundary problem of the theory of water waves. 
The notations, the main result of the paper, as well as a detailed outline of 
the proof of the theorem are given in Section 1. Two simple linear initial 
boundary value problems are considered in Sections 2 and 3. The proof of 
the main theorem is carried out in Section 4 by the method of successive 
approximations. 
Let G be a bounded open connected subset of R” with a smooth boundary 
aG and let 0 < a < 1. We denote by Ck+a(G), k > 0 integer, the Banach 
space of all functions u in Ck(G) with u and its derivatives of order less than 
or equal to k satisfying a Holder condition with exponent of order a on G. 
Let (0, 7) be a finite time interval. By C(0, T; Ck+“(G)) we denote the 
space of all continuous functions u(., t) from [0, T] to Ck’t”(G) with 
II UII C(O.T’:Ck+“(G)) = sup II u(., %+R((i). 
OSIST 
Then Lm(O, T; Ck’a(G)) is similarly defined with the obvious modification. 
The main result of the paper is 
THEOREM 1.1. Let f be a vector function in L*(O, T; C”k’n(G)), p. be 
a scalar function in C’ + k+a (G), u0 be a vectorfunction in C’ + kt n (G), where 
k is a nonnegative integer. Suppose that 
(0 0 < m = glb PO(x) 
(ii) u,v=O on 8G, Vu,=0 on G, 
where v is the unit exterior normal vector to 8G. Then there exist: 
(1) a nonempty interval (0, T,), 
(2) a unique 1% VP, PI in C(0, T,; C1+kta(G)) x L”O(0, T, ; 
Ckta(G)) X C(0, T, ; Cltkt “(G)), solution of (0.1~(0.2). 
Moreover {au/& ap/&} is in Lm(O, T* ; Ckta(G)) x C(0, T,; Ck+a(G)). 
Remark 1. The method used in this paper is valid for G, bounded open 
connected subset of R” for any finite n. 
Remark 2. With slight modifications, we may also consider the case 
when G is the exterior of a sphere. 
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Remark 3. The interval of existence (0, T*) is of the form 
Then K depends on k, the bounds of pO, VP,, and on a constant arising in 
the a priori estimate of an elliptic Neumann boundary value problem. 
Let w  be a vector in C(0, T; C’tk’C”(G)) with w.v = 0 on S,. Consider the 
transformation 
r-x=(+ tw(CS)ds=X(&t), I (1.1) 0 
where w  is the velocity of the particle located at t = 0, at <. Transformation 
(1.1) relates Lagrangian coordinates < to the Eulerian coordinates x and it is 
known that the condition w.v = 0 on S, is essential for transformation (1.1) 
to be l-l ; without it, det(U) # 0 only for small t. Thus, for arbitrary w  we 
equal to 1. Set 
a%, f> = sj, + 
I  
’ A- W,(<, S) dS, 
0 %j 
l<j, r<3. 
Denote by U(w) = ((ajr(& t))) the Jacobian of transformation (1.1). It is well 
known that the condition w.v = 0 on S, is essential for transformation (1.1) 
to be 1-l ; without it, det(U) # 0 only for small t. Thus, for arbitrary w  we 
shall express the restriction by 
TII 41 c(O,T;cl+k+m(G)) < 6 < 4. (1.2) 
For the convenience of the reader we recall some results of Solon- 
nikov [9]. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let w be in C(0, T; C’+k+“(G)) and satisfying (1.2). Then 
(1) ,4(w) = (U*(w))-’ is dejhed, 
t2) lIz - Atw)llccO, t;Ck+a(G)) < c, tlz - u(w)llC(O, I:Ck+a(G)) G 
C,tIlwll C(O,t:CI+k+qG)) < 6c, 7 
(3) IMw)ll 130, t:Ck+a(G)) < c2t1 + t 11 WIIC(O,I;C’+k~a(G))), 
(4) Ilww~(wIl C(0, t:Ck+“(G)) < c3 11 WIIC(O,t;CI+k+~(G))- 
C, , C,, C, are independent of 6 and of 0 < t < T. 
We shall now give a detailed outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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Step 1. In Section 2 we consider the simple linear initial boundary value 
problem: 
v,.v = g on Qry 
(1.3) 
vv = 0 on S,, v(L 0) = v,(T) on G. 
Step 2. It is carried out in Section 3. Using the estimate obtained in the 
previous section and the method of successive approximations we show the 
existence of a unique solution of 
po $ + A(w).Vq = F, 
v.v = 0 on S,, 
A(w) v.v = 0 on QTT 
(l-4) 
VK 0) = v,(r). on G. 
Step 3. In Section 4 we use the method of successive approximations and 
the estimate obtained in Step 2 to show the existence of a local solution of 
PO g + A(v)*Vq = Pof, 
vv = 0 on ST,, 
A(v) v.v = 0 on QT,, 
(1.5) 
v(C, 0) = v,(r) on G. 
Returning to the x variables via transformation (1.1) we get the theorem. 
2 
It is Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p. be as in Theorem 1.1, F be a vector function in 
L”O(0, T; c’tk+= (G)), g be a scalar function with g, ag/at in 
L”O(0, T, Ck’n(G)), and v. be a jiinciion in C’+k+a(G). Suppose that 
(i) v,v = 0 on aG, V[v, = g(C;, 0) on G, 
(ii) SG s(t, 0 &= 0. 
Then there exists a unique solution {v,Vq) of (1.3) in 
C(0, T; cltk+= (G)) X Loo(O, R C’+kta(G)). Moreover 
@A 4) < II VoIICI+r+~(G) + K II~II~mco,~:cl+r+u.(~)) + 
Lm(O,T;Ck+-(G)) I 
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with 
+ IIVqll Lqo,r’;C’+~+*(GH 
-J(O,T;C’ +k+a(G)) 
First we consider the Neumann elliptic boundary value problem: 
-dq+p,~VpoVq=-VF+p~‘V~oF+p,~ on G, 
(2-l) 
Vq.v = F.v on aG for almost all 0 < t < T. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
Then there exists a unique solution Vq of (2.1) in L”O(0, Z C’tk+a(G)). 
Moreover 
IIVqlI Lm(o,T;Cl tkta(G)) G K IIFII~~~o.T:c~+~+~~F)) + $ 
I II II L”(O.T:Ck+-(C)l 
Proof: The compatibility condition may be verified easily by a direct 
computation. The existence of a unique solution Vq of (2.1) follows from the 
classical Fredholm alternative arguments; moreover 
<K llF(-, t)VIICl+~+“(8G, 
I 
-VF+&VP~F+PO$ 
Ii ! 
. 
Ck+n(G) 
+ l~%t)~~@+“(G)i’ 
Then K, is independent of t. 
The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Vq be as in Lemma 2.1 and set 
vK t) = v,(t) + jr PO ‘(t){F(t, s) - Vq(t, s)} ds. 
0 
(2.2) 
It is trivial to check that {v, Vq} is a solution of (1.3). We have 
< K{IIF(., f)llCl+k+n(G) + IIvq(*v f)b+k I@(;,} 
I +k+a(G) 
< K, llf’(*, %+~+*(G, 
I + 11% t)llck+“(G,i 
by applying Lemma 2.1. 
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It follows from (2.2) and from Lemma 2.1 that 
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IIVII C(O,T;C'+K+n(G)) < b&+ktn(G) +K IIFII~“(o.r:ctt~+n,c;)) t 
L"(O.T;Ck+n(G)) 
It is clear from the estimates that the solution is 
proved. 
3 
unique. The theorem is 
We shall now consider the initial boundary value problem (1.4). It is Step 
2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1. The main result of the section is 
THEOREM 3.1. Let w be a vector in C(0, T; C’tk+a(G)) satisfying (1.2) 
and suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are verified. Then there exists a 
unique solution (v, Vq} of(1.4) in C(0, T, Cltkta(G)) X L”O(0, T, Ck’u(G)). 
Moreover 
II 4.7 t>ll Cl +k+a(G) < (11 VOIICl+k+~(G) + Kt IIFIILoc(O,T:Cltt+n(G))~ 
x exrW II 41 C(O,T:Cl+k+a(G)) 1 
with 
IIVd.~ Oil ck+u(G) <K IIFIILm(O,T;CI+lr+n(G)) (l + t 11 WII~~~.~:~~ +k+*CGd 
+ K 11 vt-7 t)llCl tkta,(G) 11 WIiC(O,T:CI tk+u,G))’ 
K is independent of 0 < t < T. 
Consider the initial boundary value problems 
p,g+Vq” =F+(I-A(w))Vq”-‘=F” on Qr, 
V.v” = (I-A(w)) V.v”-’ =g” on Qry (3.1) 
v”v= 0 on S,, v”(<, 0) = u,(T) on G, n = 1, 2.... 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. are satisfied 
with condition (1.2) replaced by the stronger one 
TII 41 C(o,T:CZ+k+“(G)) < 6 < i. (1.2’) 
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Let (v’, Vq’} be in C’+‘+*(G) X C1fk+u (G); then k for each n there exists 
a unique solution {v”, Vq”} of (3.1). Moreover 
cqv”, 4”) < K68(v”-‘, q”-‘I+ ~~lI~Il~,~~o.~~,c~+“O((i), 
+ (1 + IIWII C(O,T:CI+k+“(C))) II ~ollc-I +k+ncG) 1. 
K is independent of 6, n, and B is as in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof: (1) We shall apply Theorem 2.1. From Lemma 1.1 we get 
llF”ll Lm(,,,T;cl tk+a,(G,, < K~IIFllLm(o,T;~~+k+ao) + 6 IIVq”- ’ IIL=(o.w +k+n(c;)~ 1. 
Then K is independent of n, 6. 
Similarly 
w 
II- it at -?O,T;Ck+a(G,) <K6 G II II Lm(O,T:Cl+k+n(G)) 
+ $4(w)VP II I/ Lm(O.T:Ck+*(G)) 
+ II 4 C(O,T;Cl Cktu(G)) IId- ~~C(O,T:C~+k+“(G~, ’ 
!  
But 
V “-‘(& t) = v,(r) + I,; T  (h s> & 
Hence 
C(,,,T:CI ik+(l(C)) < 11 UollCl +k+dG) + T 
I/ II $ Lm(O,T:C’+k+“(C)) 
Combining the two estimates we get, by taking into account (1.2’), 
m(O,T;Ck+*(G)) lY(O,T:Cl+k+n(C)) 
+ KII VOtlCl+k+n(G) ~IwtIc.(o.~:c~ lk’-(G)). 
(2) We now check the compatibility condition. Since A(w)/, O = I, 
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g”(& 0) = V.u, = 0 on G. It remains to show that: s, g”(& t) dt = 0. Since 
ZJ”-‘.Y = 0 on S,, it suffices to check that 
I A(w) V.U”-’ d< = 0. G 
Going back to the x variables via the transformation 
x = t + 
I 
’ w(t, s) ds = X(& t), 
0 
we obtain 
j/I(w)V.o”-‘d<=j V,.u”-‘dx=( u”-‘fds=O 
Gl XT, 
since u “-If= 0 on 8G,. We have denoted by G,=XG, P’(x, t)= 
d-yx-‘(x, t). 
The lemma then follows from Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose all the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied. 
Then there exists a unique solufion (u, Vq} of (1.4) in C(0, T; C’ tktn (G)) X 
L”(0, r; Cifk+“(G)). 
Proof. Let {u”, Vq”} be as in Lemma 3.1 and set 
Vn=un-u*-‘, VP” = Vq” - Vq”- I. 
Then 
po~+vP”=(I--A(w))vP”‘, V.V”= (I-A)(w))V.u”-’ on Qr, 
(3.2) 
V”.V = 0 on S,, vy<, 0) = 0 on G. 
From the estimates of Lemma 3.1 we obtain 
8(v”,P”)<KcW(V”-‘,P”-1). 
With K6 < 4, we get 
f &=(V”, P”) < co. 
n=1 
Therefore there exists {u, au/&, Vq} in C(0, T; C’+ktn(G)) x 
L”O(0, T; Crtkta(G)) L”O(0, T; C1+k+a(G)) such that 
B(v”-u,q”-q)+O as n-++oo. 
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It is trivial to check that {u, Vq) is a solution of (1.4) and the unicity of the 
solution follows from the estimates of Lemma 3.1. 
To prove Theorem 3.1 we have to remove condition (1.2’). 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisJed and let 
Vq be as in Lemma 3.2. Then 
-A(w)V(A(w)Vq)+p,'A(w)Vp,A(w)Vq 
=-A(w)VF-p,, VU -p,‘A(w) Vp,F on G, (3.3) 
A(w).Vqv = 0 on c3G for almost all 0 < t < T. 
Furthermore 
K is independent oft, v, w, F. 
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that Vq is a solution of 
(3.3). We now the crucial estimate of the paper. 
Consider the elliptic Neumann boundary value problems 
-Aq” + p; ’ Vp, Vq” 
=-A(w)VF-p,;A(w)Vu-V((Z-A(w))Vq”-’1 
-p;‘A(w)Vp,F+p,‘(Z-A(w)Vp,Vq”-’ (3.4) 
-(I-A(w))V(A(w)Vq”-‘) on G, 
Vq”u=(Z-A(w))Vq”-‘v on 8G, n = 1, 2,... . 
The compatibility condition is satisfied. From Lemma 2.1 there exists a 
unique solution Vq” of (3.4). It follows from Lemma 1.1 and from 
Lemma 2.1 that 
II Vq”(*, t>ll cl+k+n(G) < K6 IIVq”-‘(a, t)llC.~+~+n((;) 
+ K IIFC.3 t)llcI+K+ami 1 + t /I ~Ilcm:(.~+a inw,I 
+ K II 4.7 %+k+w II 4lcw:c~+w~u~ 
Then K is independent of t, 6, and n. 
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A proof exactly as that of Lemma 3.1 shows that there exists Vp in 
L”O(0, T, c l+k+a(G)), solution of (3.3). Furthermore 
IIVP(.Y t)ll cl+x+u(G) <K 1m.3 t)llC’+“+~(G, {l + t Il~llc(o,r;cl kk+wiHI 
+Kllwll c(o,t:cl tk+n(G)) II e.3 a-l+k+m * 
Clearly the solution is unique and thus Vq = Vp. The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (1) Let w be as in the theorem and by abuse of 
notations we also denote by w its extension of R3. Let w, be the average of w 
with a infinitely differentiable kernel depending only on <. Then w, is in 
C(0, T; C2+k+a(G)) and 
WC--+ w in C(0, T; Clfkta(G)) as E+ 0. 
Thus, there exists T, > 0 such that 
With w replaced by w, in Lemmas 3.1-3.3 we have a unique solution 
{UE, Vq,} of (1.4) for 0 < t < T,. Furthermore 
u,G t) = v,(t) + ,,’ PO ’ P-K s> - A (w,) Vq,K, 3) I ds (3.6) 
forO<t<T,. 
Applying Lemma 1.1 we obtain 
In view of (3.5) we get 
II a* 911 Cl+k+a(G) < II”OllCl+~+~(G) + K, 1 : {IIF;(*, S)lICl+‘+a(Gl 
+ IIvq,(*, s)llCl+k+*(G)) ds. 
Then K, is independent of E and of 0 < t < T,. 
409/94/l-12 
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Applying the estimate of Lemma 3.3 in the above inequality we have 
Gronwall’s lemma gives 
II v,(*, 911 Cl+ktu(G) < {IbOiiCl+k+qC) +KTIIFIIL,(O,T:CItk+Q(G))} 
x exrW II wll C(O,Y’;C’+k+n(G)) 1. (3.7) 
Then K is a constant independent of E; 0 < t < T,. It then follows from (3.7) 
and from Lemma 3.3 that 
11 ‘q,(*, %k+qG, 
< K11 + t 11 WIIC(O,T:C~+k+~(G)~ 1 lIFIILqo,7;CI +k+e(G)) 
+Kllwll C(O,T;CI+kfa(G)) exp(Kt II W~~C(0,7:CI+k+o(G)))~~~vO~~CI+k+~(G~ 
+ KTIIFII ~m(O,T:cl+k+n(G)) 1. (3.8) 
We follow [9, p. 13491 and introduce q = X(& T,), U,JQ t) = 
v(& t t T,), G, = ~&3, 0 < f < T: < 6, (~(1 + II~(W~)llc(o,r:cl+k+“(G))) 
11 WeIIC(0,T;C2+k+*(GH }-I. We get (3.7)-(3.8) on G,. With (1.2) only an easy 
computation yields: 
y is independent ofj, E. After a finite number of steps we get (3.7)--(3.8) on 
to, T) x G. 
(2) Let E + 0 and we get by taking subsequences: {vE, Vq,} + {v, Vq} in 
the weak * topology of La(O, T; Cl+‘+ Y(G)) x L”O(0, T; Ck+ Y(G)). 
Furthermore (&,/at) --t (h/at) in the weak * topology of L”(0, T, Ck+ ‘(G)), 
0 ( y ( a. Clearly, {v, Vq} is a solution of (1.4) and the estimates stated in 
the theorem follow from (3.7)-(3.8). The unicity of the solution is an 
immediate consequence of the estimates. 
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4 
We shall carry out the proof of Theorem 1.1 in this section. Consider the 
initial boundary value problems, 
&g+A(u”-‘)Vq”=p,f’, A(v”-‘) V.v” = 0 on Q,, 
(4.1) 
v”.v = 0 on v”(T, 0) = u,(t) on G, n = 1, 2,..., 
where f”(<, t) = f(< + lb vn- ‘(t, s) ds, t). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and 
let f be as in Theorem 1.1. Then there exist: 
(i) a nonempty interval (0, T,) independent of n, 
(ii) a unique solution {u”, Vq”) of (4.1) for each n. 
Furthermore 
II V”II C(O,T,;C'+k+o(G)) 
+ au* 
/I I/ at 
Lm(O,T,:Ck+o(G)) + IIVqnIILm(O,T,:C~tn(G)) GM* 
M is independent of n. 
Proof: Let v” be in C’+kt”(G) with v’v=O on 8G and 
WOll Cl+k+a(G) < 6 < $. (4.2) 
From Theorem 3.1 there exists a unique solution (v’, Vq’ ) of (4.1) with 
II v’(-, Qll CI+k+e(C) < (11 Vollcl +k+u(c) + KTllf ’ Ilm~o,i-:CI ikin 1 
x exp(Kt II v” llCt+k+a~GJ. 
A simple computation gives, after taking into account (4.2), 
Thus, 
Ilf ‘II Lm(O,T;Cl+k+NG)) GK IIf IILm(O,T:U+k+a(G))* 
II v’(*, 011 Cl+k+a(G) < {lluolIc~+~+,,~~ +K*Tllf IIwo,~;c~+wd e“P(K) (4.3) 
for 0 < t < T with K independent of t. 
Furthermore II Vq’(e, t)ll Ck+a(G, < M, M independent of T. 
From (4.3) it is clear that there exists a nonempty interval (0, T,) such 
that 
Te II v’ II C(O,T*:C~+k+~(G)) 
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We may repeat the same argument again and apply Theorem 3.1 with 
w  = u’. Then we have a solution (u’, Vq’) and 
II v*c, Oil Cl+k+u(G) < iit vOIt~l+k+n(G) + KTiif2 I(L~(O,~.I,C’-k+n(C))} 
x exp(Kf lb’ II C(O,T*;C~+k+*(G) > 
< dbOI/Cl+k+n(G) < K2T~~fl~L”(0,T:CI+k+n(~))~ exp(K) 
for O<t<T,. 
With the same T* as before 
T* llv211 C(O,T,;C~+k+*(G)) < 6 < $* 
It is clear then that by induction we get Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose all the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 are satisJed. 
Then there exist 
(i) a nonempty interval (0, T,), 
(ii) a solution (v,Vq} of (4.1) in C(0, T,; C’tki-a(G)) x 
L”(0, T,; Ckt”(G)) with au/at in Lm(O, T,; Ck+“(G)). 
Proof: Let (vn, Vq”} be as in Lemma 4.1. Then there exists a nonempty 
interval (0, T,) independent of n such that 
IIv"IIC(O,T,;Cltk+n,G)) + z 
II II L=W.r,;(‘k+fi(c)) 
Then M is independent of n. Since the following natural injection mappings 
are all compact, 
C ‘+k+a(G) c C ‘+k+y(G) c Ckta(G) 
for any 0 <y < a; we have by a well-known argument: v” -+ v in 
C(0, T, ; C Itkta(G)), (M/at, Vq”) -+ (&/at, Vq} is the weak* topology of 
L”O(0, T,; CktY(G)) x Lm(O, T*; C”‘?(G)). We took subsequences in the 
assertion. Since y is any number with 0 < y < a, we have {v, Vq, au/at) in 
C(O, T,; C ltkta(G)) x L”O(0, T*; Ck+“(G)) x Lm(O, T,; C”‘O(G)). It is 
then trivial to check that 
POW/W + A(u) v9 = Pof “7 A(v)V.v=O on QT,, (4.4) 
v.u=O on ST,, 45 0) = v&3 on G. 
The lemma is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. (1) Let u be in C(0, T,, C’+k+a(G)) with uv = 0 
on sy*, where T* is as in Lemma 4.2. Consider the ordinary differential 
equation 
f Y(s; x, t) = u(Y(s; x, t), s), Y(s; x7 qis = , = x 
for every (x, t) in Qr,, 0 < s < C. 
There exists a unique solution curve passing through (x, t). Set 
c = Y(0; x, t). 
The mapping (x, t) -+ (<, t) is a l-l mapping of QT, onto Q7.,, e.g., see 141. 
The inverse of that mapping we denote by x = X(c, t). Set v(<, t) = 
u(X(& t), t) and Eq. (4.4) implies that 
Thus. 
x = r + I t v(t;, s) ds = X(<, t). 0 
An elementary computation shows that (0.2) may be written as 
(ah/&) = 0, h(<, 0) =p,(Q on G. Hence, h(& r) = h(<, 0) = p,(r) > 0 on Q,,. 
By a simple computation we get from (0.1) 
Po~+4~)v~q=Pof", A(u) v,.v = 0 on Q7.,, 
v.v = 0 on ST,, 4v, 0) = uo(<) = uo(t) on G, 
where f”(& t) = f(< + ji u(& s) ds, t). 
Thus, {u, Vp, p} with u(x, t) = u(X- ’ ([, t), t)), p(x, t) = po(X- ’ (x, t)) and 
Vp(x, f) = H(X-‘(x, t), t)), where H(<, t) = A(u) V,q. 
Then {u, Vq} is given by Lemma 4.2. A trivial computation shows that 
(a, Vp, p} has all the properties stated in the theorem and is a solution of 
(0.1 t(0.2). The unicity of the soluion follows from a result of Graft? [ 6 1. 
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